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Measure for Measure
2021-05-22

measure for measure is a play by william shakespeare
believed to have been written in 1603 or 1604 it was
originally classified as a comedy but is now also
classified as one of shakespeare s problem plays the
play deals with the issues of mercy justice truth and
their relationship to pride and humility some rise by
sin and some by virtue fall

A System of Measures of Length, Area,
Bulk, Weight, Value, Force, &c
1895

the later poetry of william wordsworth popular in his
lifetime and influential on the victorians has with a
few exceptions received little attention from
contemporary literary critics in wordsworth s poetry
1815 1845 tim fulford argues that the later work
reveals a mature poet far more varied and surprising
than is often acknowledged examining the most
characteristic poems in their historical contexts he
shows wordsworth probing the experiences and
perspectives of later life and innovating formally and
stylistically he demonstrates how wordsworth modified
his writing in light of conversations with younger
poets and learned to acknowledge his debt to women in
ways he could not as a young man the older wordsworth
emerges in fulford s depiction as a love poet of
companionate tenderness rather than passionate lament
he also appears as a political poet bitter at
capitalist exploitation and at a society in which
vanity is rewarded while poverty is blamed most notably
he stands out as a history poet more probing and more
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clear sighted than any of his time in his understanding
of the responsibilities and temptations of all who try
to memorialize the past

Measure for Measure
1996

wordsworth s process of revision his organization of
poetic volumes and his supplementary writings are often
seen as distinct from his poetic composition bates
asserts that an analysis of these supplementary
writings and paratexts are necessary to a full
understanding of wordsworth s poetry

Wordsworth's Poetry, 1815-1845
2019-01-04

in the late eighteenth century british print culture
took a diagrammatic and accentual turn in graphs of
emphasis and tonal inflection in signs for indicating
poetic stress and in tabulations of punctuation
elocutionists grammarians and prosodists deployed new
typographic marks and measures to represent english
speech on the page at the same time cartographers and
travel writers published reconfigurations of landscape
on large scale topographical maps in geometric surveys
and in guidebooks that increasingly featured charts and
diagrams within these diverse fields of print blank
verse was employed as illustration and index directing
attention to newly discovered features of british
speech and space and helping to materialize the vocal
and visual contours of the nation in romantic marks and
measures julia s carlson examines wordsworth s poetry
of speech and nature as a poetry of print written and
read in the midst of topographic and typographic
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experimentation and change investigating the notebook
drafts of the discharged soldier the printer s copy of
lyrical ballads lake district guidebooks john thelwall
s scansion of the excursion and revisions and editions
of the prelude she explores wordsworth s major blank
verse poems as sites of intervention visual and graphic
as well as formal and thematic in cultural contests to
represent britain on the page as a shared landscape and
language community

The Wordsworth Dictionary of
Shakespeare Quotations
1995

reprint of the original first published in 1875

Wordsworth's Poetic Collections,
Supplementary Writing and Parodic
Reception
2015-10-06

an eminent scholar s guide to hearing poets work when
we listen to the words of a poet in the theater or read
them silently on the page what is it that we hear how
do such crafty writers as shakespeare or donne wyatt or
yeats wordsworth or lowell arrange their rhythms to
make their poetry more expressive a gathering of
perceptive essays written over twenty five years this
book by a distinguished scholar and poet helps us hear
the measures poets use to conjure up strangeness
urgency distance surprise the immediacy of speech or
the sounding of silence
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Romantic Marks and Measures
2016-11-30

in this critical evaluation of the classic the
discussion focuses on the nature of the major
characters the morality of their behavior the
conclusion of the play and the genre of a play that was
listed in the first folio as a comedy the contents of
this volume cover texts by english american and
european scholars and critics including malone stevens
schlegel hazlitt coleridge hallam gervinus bagehot
pater dowden furnivall swinburne symons boas shaw
bradley chambers bridges masefield and croce

Key to the Hebrew Egyptian Mystery in
the Source of Measures Originating
the British Inch and and the Ancient
Cubit
2024-03-27

an illustrated explanation of the geological background
to the first industrial revolution that originated in
eighteenth century britain

Key to the Hebrew-Egyptian mystery in
the source of measures originating
1894

explores the role of gender in poetic production the
tensions between poetry and contemporary literary
theory and the fluid boundaries between theoretical and
literary writing
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Key to the Hebrew-Egyptian Mystery in
the Source of Measures Originating
the British Inch and the Ancient
Cubit
1894

the author explores a vast array of interpretations
extending far beyond theological commentary sermons and
hymns to also embrace the epistle s influences on
literature art politics and social theory the work
includes examples of how successive generations have
portrayed the historical figure of james the just in
both pictorial and textual form contextualizing his
analysis with excerpts from key documents including
artistic representations of the epistle the author
reviews the dynamic interactions between the james and
jesus traditions and compares james s epistle with
those of paul the volume highlights james s particular
concern for the poor and marginalized charting the many
responses to this aspect of its legacy drawing on
sources as varied as william shakespeare john calvin
charles schultz s peanuts and political cartoons this
is an exhaustive study of the theological and cultural
debates sparked by the epistle of james

Key to the Hebrew-Egyptian Mystery in
the source of measures originating
the British inch and the ancient
cubit, etc
1875

this biography of joseph severn 1793 1879 the best
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known but most controversial of keats s friends is
based on a mass of newly discovered information much of
it still in private hands severn accompanied the dying
keats to italy nursed him in rome and reported on his
last weeks there in a famous series of moving letters
after keats s death in relative obscurity severn
pressed hard for an early biography and a more fitting
memorial in the protestant cemetery in rome in the
nineteenth century severn s friendship with keats was
seen as a model of devoted masculine companionship and
he was reburied by popular acclaim next to keats in
1882 in the twentieth century by contrast he was
denigrated as an unreliable self promoting witness sue
brown s book fills a major gap in studies of keats and
his circle it reassesses severn s character friendship
with keats and influence on the posthumous development
of the poet s fame and provides new information on
keats s death the significance of severn s artistic
career has previously been downplayed this book offers
the first full assessment of his work and of his
turbulent spell as british consul in rome from 1860 to
1871 keats was not severn s only famous friend for most
of his adult life severn was at the heart of the large
lively british community in rome welcoming amongst
others gladstone who became his most important patron
ruskin walter scott wordsworth turner samuel palmer
david wilkie and many more he maintained long
friendships with leigh hunt mary shelley charles
eastlake richard monckton milnes amongst others and
enjoyed a rich family life

Hearing the Measures
2001

the present selection of hazlitt s critical essays has
been planned to serve two important purposes in the
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first place it provides the materials for an estimate
of the character and scope of hazlitt s contributions
to criticism and so acquaints students with one of the
greatest of english critics and in the second place
what is perhaps more important such a selection
embodying a series of appreciations of the great
english writers should prove helpful in the college
teaching of literature there is no great critic who by
his readableness and comprehensiveness is as well
qualified as hazlitt to aid in bringing home to
students the power and the beauty of the essential
things in literature there is in him a splendid
stimulating energy which has not yet been sufficiently
utilized

Measure for Measure
2001-08-01

wordsworth s poetry incorporated the english poetic
tradition to a greater degree and in more ways than
that of any poet before him this book explores the
range and uses of quotations echoes and allusions drawn
from some 1 300 intertextual instances that the author
has recognized in his work the principal interest of
the echoes examined here lies in the revaluation of the
poet and the theoretical issues his varied use of them
suggests through echoing wordsworth embodies and
explicates his assertions of continuity in human
development his vision of interchange between the mind
and nature and his intention to revitalize english
poetry by at once mediating and revolutionizing the
tradition further through echoic devices he
accomplishes his three main poetic goals the normative
one of bringing poetry back in touch with oral
discourse the miltonic one of giving it a prophetic
role and the peculiarly wordsworthian one of
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substantiating his ideas about the relation between
subject and object this book will be of value to
wordsworth scholars for the actual borrowings it
records and for the enriched understanding of the poet
its original approach offers further it possesses a
truly wide based cultural interest not only in its
general theory of echoing as a process central to
discourse but specifically in such matters as the turn
to native tradition vs classic tradition the difference
between weak emulation and fierce wrestling with
precursors and above all the extraordinary
classification of allusions the categories are helpful
fare beyond the wordsworth subject matter that gave
rise to their perception important also is the major
theoretical challenge posed by this work to the
intensely focused influence study of harold bloom

Key to the Hebrew-Egyptian Mystery in
the Source of Measures Originating
the British Inch and the Ancient
Cubit...
1876

rosemary ashton explores the many facets of samuel
taylor coleridge s complex personality by turns poet
critic thinker enchanting companion feckless husband
fabled conversationalist and guilt ridden opium addict

The Wellingtonian
1873

the next day wordsworth arrived from bristol at
coleridge s cottage william hazlitt recalled he
answered in some degree to his friend s description of
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him but was more quaint and don quixote like there was
a convulsive inclination to laughter about the mouth
hazlitt presents a wordsworth who differs from the one
we know and as matthew bevis argues in his radical new
reading of the poet this wordsworth owed his quixotic
creativity to a profound feeling for comedy wordsworth
s fun explores the writer s debts to the ludic and the
ludicrous in classical tradition his reworkings of
ariosto erasmus and cervantes his engagement with forms
of english poetic humor and his love of comic prose
combining close reading with cultural analysis bevis
travels many untrodden ways studying wordsworth s
interest in laughing gas pantomime the figure of the
fool and the value of play intrepid immersive and
entertaining wordsworth s fun sheds fresh light on how
one poet s strange humor helped to shape modern
literary experiment

The Literary Sources of William
Wordsworth's Works 10 July 1793 to 10
June 1797
1987

excerpt from a concordance to the poems of william
wordsworth following a similar work on thomas gray a
concordance to the poems of william wordsworth is the
second volume to appear under the auspices of the
concordance society of the subvention requested by the
publishers in order to decrease the pecuniary risk
attending so large and costly a venture the concordance
society has contributed one third for a part of the
remainder the editor is indebted to the generosity of
his mother and his two brothers it should be added that
in all their dealings with the editor and the
concordance society the publishers have shown
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themselves friendly in an unusual measure to the
interests of scholarship as represented in this work
about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds
of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of
the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or
missing page may be replicated in our edition we do
however repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works

Measures for Measure
2020-11-05

a collection of nine critical essays on wordsworth s
poem the prelude arranged in chronological order of
publication from 1951 to the present

Feminist Measures
1994

the official journal of the john clare society
published annually to reflect the interest in and
approaches to the life and work of the poet john clare

James Through the Centuries
2020-05-18

excerpt from poems by william wordsworth from this
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eclogue wordsworth afterwards borrowed the name lycoris
p 433 the measure of yarrow unvisited is that of leader
haughs and yarrow by nicol burne found in the roxburghe
ballads about the publisher forgotten books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find
more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction
of an important historical work forgotten books uses
state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct
the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in
rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a
blemish or missing page may be replicated in our
edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that
remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of
such historical works

Joseph Severn, A Life
2009-10-08

in spite of his knowing and writing about his loss of
intuitive communion with nature wordsworth does not
seem to have realized his loss in poetic power as we
shall see his changing theory of poetry put greater and
greater emphasis on study and hard thought and on
various other innocuous stimulants such as travel and
on technical skill it is clear that all his life he
felt that he had been given abundant recompense for the
lost of his mystic insight which is the sense of
oneness in the universe which is the quietness of the
power of harmony and the deep power of joy which is the
mounting of elevated passion into a trancelike state
yet he repeatedly lamented the loss of his transcending
gift introduction
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Wordsworth's Vital Soul
1982

first book to look at empson s intellectual career as a
whole empson s seven types of ambiguity is a seminal
text

Littell's Living Age
1850

a thoughtful and considered kick up the arse to
conspiracy theorists and to patriarchy michael boyd
artistic director rsc cleopatra la pucelle ophelia shaw
s st joan and ibsen s hedda a handful of seminal roles
for women in the classical canon janet suzman has
played them all and directed some here she examines
their complexity and explores why only cleopatra has an
independence that allows her to speak to modern women
none of these regrettably matches up to a hamlet but as
she is grateful for the parts he did write suzman feels
a lightly barbed attack on those who doubt shakespeare
s authorship is way overdue she also takes issue with
received ideas on boy actors playing mature women in
shakespeare s company and reflects on how female
characters in classical drama have not been on a level
with their male counterparts today on tv film and the
stage this remains the case not hamlet but hamlette
please

Hazlitt on English Literature: An
Introduction to the Appreciation of
Literature
2019-11-19
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a magazine of tales travels essays and poems

Wordsworth's Art of Allusion
1988

at the outset of the eighteenth century college
language study in america concentrated on classical
rhetoric by the end of the century due to educational
innovations from scotland courses in rhetoric in
american schools expanded to include oratory
disputation english grammatical lessons and the reading
of english literary selections this study of english
and american literature was born in the study of moral
philosophy combining the study of moral philosophy with
language study created a course emphasis that early
american professors called philosophical criticism the
term philosophical carried a meaning for them that was
associated with a commitment to civic responsibility to
civic discourse and to ancient school texts such as
cicero s de oratore where the word oratory was used to
denote according to cicero the mastery of all knowledge
either by scientific investigation or by the methods of
dialectic the classroom practice of disputation was
also at the center of what literary historians have
deemed the oratorical tradition a late eighteenth and
early nineteenth century cultural phenomenon that until
now has received little scholarly attention over the
years

The Life of Samuel Taylor Coleridge
1996-01-23
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Wordsworth's Fun
2019-08-20

A Concordance to the Poems of William
Wordsworth (Classic Reprint)
2017-07-17

William Wordsworth's The Prelude
1986

John Clare Society Journal, 15 (1996)
1961

Walter Pater
2017-11-02

Poems by William Wordsworth (Classic
Reprint)
1966

The Unity of Wordsworth's Poetry
1874
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The Academy
1902

The Collected Works of William
Hazlitt: A reply to Malthus. The
spirit of the age, etc
1974

Principles of Wordsworth's Poetry
1963

Wordsworth's Decline in Poetic Power
2002-01-31

William Empson
2015-10-22

Not Hamlet
1898

The Argosy
2001-04-01
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